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Cushman and wakefield market reports 2017

Cushman &amp; Wakefield recently announced first quarter market statistics for the Edmonton area. Take a look at the Marketbeat report and its videos to get a deeper understanding of the trends and transactions that occurred through the last quarter and what your expectations are when you complete the first quarter
of 2017. For more information about these reports or markets, see Cushman &amp; Contact Bronwyn Screevens of Wakefield Edmonton.Cushman &amp; Zeshan Qureshi, associate member of Wakefield Edmonton, talks about industrial leasing and sales in the first quarter of Edmonton. The ansades talk about positivity
in the Mayor of Edmonton, particularly Niscu and Redux, as a result of improved market conditions. Rates remain low, land sales are starting to pop up, and spec builders are back on the market. The improvement in the industrial market depends on the fate of the entire Alberta economy, and is likely to delay the
economic recovery. Cushman &amp; Wakefield Edmonton associate Afsar Kurshed discusses edmonton's first-quarter investment sale. Discussing the comparative benefits of investing in Edmonton compared to other gateway cities such as Toronto and Vancouver, Afsar highlighted the different asset classes available.
Sales for the first quarter of 2017 reflected economic optimism and increased expectations in Albany. With sales of more than $735,000,000, the quarter at least doubled sales in the same period in 2016. Cushman &amp; Neil Smith, senior associate at Wakefield Edmonton, discusses edmonton's first quarter office
leases and sales. Get along as Neil talks about the growth of the financial downtown core, the nature of the musical chair market, chronic vacancies, and the importance of product visibility. While the first quarter of 2017 is expected to be a low interest rate for the remaining quarter of 2017, the negative absorption rate for
the coming quarter is expected to be high, but we expect to have real estate solutions across the border to prepare customers for the next situation across service lines. As the virus spread across the United States, expectations of actual hotel performance and future hotel performance fluctuated with changes in local,
state, and government responses, as well as general sentiment about corporate responses and travel. Elaine Sahlins • Page 8/19/2020 Page 2 5G is here and I could not have come at a better time. Working from home has become the 'new normal' because of COVID-19, at least in the short term, and it's important for
organizations to be better connected with this next generation of wireless technology. For a more perspective on 5G and how it is expected to affect the corporate world, The Edge Magazine sat down with Verizon and its partners Adam Stanley, CIO and Senior Vice President, 5G Expert Andy Brady, vice president and
Arvin Singh, vice president of connected solutions. Cushman and Wakefield Chief Technology Officer Rob Franch. They covered everything from why 5G is important to how it will affect the occupier experience. What exactly is 5G and why is it important? Arvin Singh, Verizon: 5G is the next generation of wireless
technology. It's not just about replace 4G, it's about enabling entirely new possibilities. It is designed to guide you through all connected times. 1G brought analog voice to the world, 2G brought digital voice and text messaging capabilities, 3G deployed mobile devices to the web, 4G offered video streaming possibilities
on mobile devices, new business models such as food delivery apps were enabled, and 5G was designed on the premise of delivering unprecedented evolution and change beyond imagination. Andy Brady, Verizon: With global mobile data traffic expected to grow eight-times by the end of 2023, we know we need more
efficient technology, higher data rates, and spectrum utilization. The speed and performance of 5G gives you a powerful and groundbreaking platform for innovation. From throughput to reliability, 5G can bring endless new opportunities to people, society, and business. What do 5G impact CRE and businesses need to
know? Rob Planch, Cushman &amp; Wakefield: As we learn more about the capabilities of 5G, we are increasingly looking for opportunities in the Internet of Things (IoT) area, particularly when it comes to sensors, buildings, and the ability to monitor various data points around a particular building. The number of
sensors is growing tremendously, the amount of data is growing exponentially, and 5G allows you to capture data in real time to build smarter analytics around you. The potential of the region is stern. Another area 5G is a smart urban space that will have a direct impact in a positive way. As progressive cities such as
New York City, Amsterdam and Singapore begin to adopt 5G strategies in the future, generating vast amounts of data per hour, they need to report when traffic lights have low latency, less water waste, drivers are ushered into parking spaces and empty are needed. And the region will evolve and grow as 5G becomes
more available in these municipalities. Adam Stanley, Cushman &amp; Wakefield: One of the drivers of true technological change will be the ultra-low-end time of 5G, which is the time it takes for data to travel from the user to the central processor, again, with several times less data transfer speed in the blink of an eye.
Combining robotics, autonomous vehicles, connected video, cognitive insights, immersive extended reality (XR) and augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR) and mixed reality (MR), all kinds of new applications are possible when they reach very low latency. Andy Brady: E-learning is an example. Training Track where
your employees are in real time on their training journeys. From background checks to logistics, the on boarding of new employees can be seamless and fully interconnected. In terms of technology, we know how we build 5G, but how it will be implemented depends on all the great ideas of companies like yours. It is a
great place to be right now. We don't know what we don't know and it's interesting in itself. How does 5G affect the occupant experience and workplace productivity? Arvin Singh: Employees are getting used to it and want the ability to work anywhere. Next-generation buildings require highly connected workplaces, where
users can move seamlessly while maintaining high-performance connectivity. Online audio calls, video conferencing, cloud-based collaboration, and other activities that consume a lot of data should be much faster. And the impact on the employee experience will be significant. 5G can also make remote operations more
stolen than ever before. Today, there is a risk of glitches during video calls, due to delayed emails or poor network coverage, which causes remote attendance tools to fail. These issues should be less problematic in the 5G era. Remote employees will need to be more closely tied to their on-premises colleagues, and the
number of fully distributed workforces will increase. With the COVID-19 epidemic, working from home (WFH) can be, at least, a predictable future, the Beset practice. How will 5G affect this? Andy Brady: Our infrastructure is now designed to handle 119 million customers, and our call volume has increased dramatically to
date. In fact, the currency has more than doubled. Our 4G LTE is structurally expensive enough to handle this new normal and we're focused on building a 5G network so that we can handle it much better in the future. I am confident that the 5G network will enable employees to basically seamlessly expand their offices
home in the post-COVID-19 world. Rob Planch: In this new work-home world, connectivity is everything. We're always looking for ways to optimize our network and ensure that our colleagues are as productive as possible. 5G can be a more flexible option than the standard connections we've relied on over the years, and
we look forward to exploring all the possibilities around this new technology. What will happen over the next five years? Arvin Singh: 5G is here and it's becoming more and more available. A specially built technology designed to enable cases that actually require high speeds, high capacity, and low latency. Over the next
five years, 5G's new capabilities will need to expand over time as the industry innovates. For example, the ability to download full-body HD videos in seconds, if you're fast. Time to activate remote robots, extended battery life for remote cellular devices for more than 10 years. How do Verizon and Cushman and
Wakefield work together to seamlessly bring 5G to their customers? Arvin Singh: We also see the potential of new business models through partnerships. Once a high-speed connected building is built, owners and investors can provide premium connectivity to tenants in the building in the future. In addition, some smart



deployment improvements, such as security monitoring, can lead to new products. These are the types of things that can change the economy of investment you make in traditional buildings, adding really long-term value. Rob Franch: Technology partners like Verizon help you find the best way to create value for your
colleagues and customers. In the 5G space, Verizon has built a strong network and knows what it can do. Through our partnership, you can strategicize how Verizon 5G delivers the technology possible to your colleagues and customers. Client.
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